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ABSTRACT

Modeling a musical structure or performance is a coveted research area in scientific analysis of music. We
are motivated to analyze the structure of raga Bhairavi through a simple exponential model in this paper.
Analyzing a raga structure helps in giving an approximate model that captures the raga note progression
in general without brining the style of a particular artist into play. The style is, however, important in
performance analysis where we get additional features like note duration and pitch movements between the
notes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Exponential smoothing is used to statistically model time series data for smoothing purpose or
for prediction. Although it was (Holt 1957) who proposed it first, it is Brown's simple exponential
smoothing that is commonly used nowadays (Brown 1963).

In its simplest form, exponential smoothing is given by the formulae:

where α is the smoothing factor, and 0 < α < 1. In other words, the smoothed statistic st is a
simple weighted average of the previous observation xt-1 and the previous smoothed statistic st−1.
The term smoothing factor applied to α here is something of a misnomer, as larger values of α
actually reduce the level of smoothing, and in the limiting case with α = 1 the output series is just
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the same as the original series (with lag of one time unit). Simple exponential smoothing is easily
applied, and it produces a smoothed statistic as soon as two observations are available.

Why is it "exponential"?

By direct substitution of the defining equation for simple exponential smoothing back into itself
we find that

In other words, as time passes the smoothed statistic st becomes the weighted average of a greater
and greater number of the past observations xt−n, and the weights assigned to previous
observations are in general proportional to the terms of the geometric progression
{1, (1 − α), (1 − α)2, (1 − α)3, …}. A geometric progression is the discrete version of an
exponential function, so this is where the name for this smoothing method originated.

Remark: Some authors call it Single Exponential Smoothing to distinguish it from Double
Exponential Smoothing.

Values of α close to one have less of a smoothing effect and give greater weight to recent changes
in the data, while values of α closer to zero have a greater smoothing effect and are less
responsive to recent changes. There is no formally correct procedure for choosing α. Sometimes
the statistician's judgment is used to choose an appropriate factor. Alternatively, a statistical
technique may be used to optimize the value of α. For example, the method of least squares might
be used to determine the value of α for which the sum of the quantities (sn-1 − xn-1)

2 is minimized.
(see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exponential_smoothing for further literature).

Musical data is certainly chronological and the numbers representing pitches in different octaves
(detailed in table 1) will be the possible response entry xt corresponding to the argument time t
which would in our case(i.e. structure analysis) be just the instance (1, 2, 3…) at which a musical
note is realized. With modeling a musical structure or performance being a coveted research area
in scientific analysis of music, we are motivated to analyze the structure of raga Bhairavi through
a simple exponential model in this paper. A raga is the nucleus of Indian classical music-both
Hindustani and Carnatic-and may be defined as a melodic structure comprising of fixed notes and
a set of rules characterizing a certain musical emotion conveyed by performance (Chakraborty et
al. 2009).  Analyzing a raga structure helps in giving an approximate model that captures the raga
note progression in general without brining the style of a particular artist into play. On the other
hand, performance analysis gives additional features like note duration and the pitch movements
between notes etc. Readers interested in performance analysis are referred to (Tewari and
Chakraborty 2011). We are motivated by the works of (Adiloglu, Noll and Obermayer 2006).Our
database for analysis comprises of a sequence of notes of raga Bhairavi taken from standard text
(Dutta 2006).This is given in table 2.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exponential_smoothing
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Table 1: Numbers representing pitches in three octaves

C Db D Eb E F F# G Ab A Bb B _
S r R g G M m P d D n N (lower octave)

-12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 _
S r R g G M m P d D n N (middle octave)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 _
S r R g G M m P d D n N (higher octave)
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 _

Abbreviations: The letters S, R, G, M, P, D and N stand for Sa, Sudh Re, Sudh Ga, Sudh
Ma, Pa, Sudh Dha and Sudh Ni respectively. The letters r, g, m, d, n represent Komal Re,
Komal Ga, Tibra Ma, Komal Dha and Komal Ni respectively. Normal type indicates the note
belongs to middle octave; italics implies that the note belongs to the octave just lower than the
middle octave while a bold type indicates it belongs to the octave just higher than the middle
octave. Sa, the tonic in Indian music, is taken at C. Corresponding Western notation is also
provided. The terms “Sudh”, “Komal” and “Tibra” imply, respectively, natural, flat and sharp.
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Table 2 Note Sequence of raga Bhairavi (refer to table 1 to identify the note and its octave)

2. SIMPLE (SINGLE) EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING

Simple (Single) exponential Smoothing is achieved with the help of MINITAB statistical package
version 15. The results are given in fig. 1 below.

* NOTE * Zero values of Xt exist; MAPE calculated only for non-zero Xt.
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Fig. 1 Observed versus predicted values of xt for Simple Exponential Smoothing (alpha = 0.481384)

3. RAGA IDENTIFICATION AND MELODY SIGNIFICANCE

The fact that the note sequence corresponds to raga Bhairavi can be easily identified through the
aroh-awaroh (ascent-decent) pattern that is followed throughout the sequence in table 2 (this can
be verified by a suitable string matching algorithm; we omit the details) and through some note
combinations as are typical of the raga such as { n S g M P d P} or in our notation {-2, 0, 3, 5, 7,
8, 7}. The aroh-awaroh of this raga and other fundamental features are as follows:-

Musical Features of raga Bhairavi (Dutta, 2006)

Thaat (raga group according to scale): Bhairavi

Aroh (ascent): S r g M P d n S Awaroh (descent): S n d P M g r S

Jati: Sampoorna-Sampoorna (seven distinct notes allowed in both ascent and descent)

Vadi swar (most important note): M (some say d)

Samvadi swar (second most important note): S (some say r)

Anga: Uttaranga Pradhan (second half more important) Pakad (catch): M g S r S d n S

Nyas swar (stay notes): g, M, P Suitable time of rendition: 6AM to 9AM

Remark: The well known musicologist late Suresh Chandra Chakraborty has traced the origin of
Bhairavi to the music of Bhirba, an ancient tribe in Bengal (Chakraborty 1965). He also mentions
that Lochan Pandit in his book Ragatarangini has stated an interesting fact: if one renders the
notes of raga Kafi one after another first in ascending order {S R g M P D n S}and then in
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descending order (S n D P M g R S}, it creates an atmosphere of Bhairavi! Possibly the use of
komal dha (d) in Bhairavi started during the times of Lochan Pandit.

Defining melody as a sequence of musical notes that is complete (if incomplete, it is called a
segment) we measure its significance by multiplying its length, which gives the number of notes
in it, by the number of times it occurs in the entire sequence. Our analysis yields table 3. Melody
group {-4 -2  0  1  3  5  3  1  0 -4 -2  0} which comes once only with significance measure 12
and the six note melody {5, 3, 5, 3, 1, 0} which comes twice with significance 6x2=12 are the
most significant.

Table 3 Melody groups which give a sequence of notes that can be taken as complete

Note: Middle bracketed { } content corresponds to similar sequence of notes found elsewhere in
the series

4. CONCLUSION
We have successfully captured the Bhairavi structure, as depicted by a long note sequence, by a
Simple Exponential model with smoothing factor 0.481384. We have also identified the raga
correctly through aroh-awaroh pattern and some typical note combinations. Melody analysis
reveals the 12 note melody {-4 -2  0  1  3  5  3  1  0 -4 -2  0} which comes once only and the six
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note melody {5, 3, 5, 3, 1, 0} which comes twice as the most significant with significance
measure 12 each.

One advantage with simple exponential modeling is that the inner mechanism is fairly
straightforward and as such can be easily understood by a general audience. For instance, in our
case, the modeling can be appreciated even by the musical community. The present paper is
primarily intended to create a platform for raising questions such as: Which are the ragas that can
be characterized well by a simple exponential model? For such ragas, how does the smoothing
factor vary when these ragas belong to the same thaat in comparison to those of different thaats?
Is there any noteworthy change in the smoothing factor when a morning raga is compared with,
say, a night raga? It is easy to convince the musical community how scientific research in music
helps in understanding music better by raising and answering such questions. To answer these
queries, we propose to experiment with a database of 50 ragas, five each from the ten thaats, so
selected (from a much larger database of say 500 ragas) such that the simple exponential
modeling holds in each of the 50 ragas. Additionally, experimenting with more sophisticated
smoothing techniques like Kalman filter where the smoothing factor dynamically changes is also
reserved as a rewarding future work.
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